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CATCHING WISPS OF SUMMER
What an interesting summer 2011 has offered us as it led us to the doorstep of Thanksgiving!
Consider, for example, the hope-filled, counter-cultural inspiration of Gabrielle and Laurence
and other young religious in tne arcndocese, as they expressed their priorities and declared the Love
of their life in final vows ceremonies here and in France. It seemed clear to these single-hearted
representatives of their generation tlat 'forever' would be all ioo short a time to live out the love that
motivated them.

As June and July a:rived, Kate and Will ruled the media, and charmed the world with their
genuinely authentic love for each other, so plentiful that it easily transferred to whomever they met.
not help but remark that these young people whose lives have already been coloured by
6o"
"ooid
tragedy, have chosen to see the opportunity of their rank, and risked to hint their hope of a better

world.
Of course, summer would not be summer unless communities of women religious held
Chapters, set directions and elected new leadership to facilitate lfueil imFlementation. So, we
congratulate Suzanrie Marshall, OLM, Sandra Shannon, SP, and Jo Badali, CND and we offer them
analheir Councils our prayer support. @y the way, did I mention that Sandra and Jo are both
graduates of Notre Dame, Toronto?!)
Certainly Jack Layton's shockingly swift passing erased the boundaries that party politics
establish, so that for an all too brief moment we could be one in longing for the tealization of ideals
that passionately guided his selfless life and in receiving the gift of his legacy in the reminder, "Love
is better than anger. Hope is better thanfear. Optirnism is better than despair. So let us be loving,
hopeful, and optimistic. And we'll change the world."

Finally, suflrmer closed with the arrival of an announcement of celebration by the Faithful
Companions of Jesus marking the 20ft anniversary of operation of their Refugee Centre in Toronto.
twenty years of walking in solidarity with the uprooted'

..

Come to think of it, people like Gabriela, Laurence, Kate, Will, Suzanne, Sandra, Jo, Jack,
and the FCJs, coming at it from very different stand-points, have all, by their choices, delivered a
similar challenge, and the same assurance. Perhaps that is why, ten years after 9/11, our world that
has constantly faced each new day as if it were September 12 may now be ready to move on to risk

trust and love again.
This Thanksgiving may we be overwhelmed by an awareness of the intangible blessings we
take for granted. May they overflow as we take steps to transforrn our own little world - and well

beYond'
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